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Law of mentalism
Everything is created by the mind. You create the world around you through your
thoughts and focus; focus on the negative aspects and you will create or attract more of
the same. Whatever the input from whatever dimension, the information is still processed
by the mind.

Law of correspondence
As above, so below...as below, so above. The laws apply to all dimensions, not just the
world we see; what we do to one affects the other. This is seen in the left, right brain
concept. Left brain controls right side of the body; right brain controls left side of body.
Chakras are similar, front back, crown and base...everything balancing.

Law of polarity
Goes hand in hand with correspondence and gender. Everything has a balancing opposite;
Yin & Yang; Male & Female. Again this can be seen in the body with the left side
representing the feminine and emotions, while the right side is masculine and logical.

Law of vibration
Everything is vibration or energy; nothing is at rest. Like attracts like on a vibrational level;
conversely vibrations will also be attracted to other frequencies that will balance them, as
in opposites attract.

Law of cause and effect
What you put out, you get back; every action has a consequence or ripple effect. This is
not karma with rewards and retribution, just balancing actions; it’s an extension of the law
of vibration.

Law of transmutation
Energy can neither be created nor destroyed; therefore nothing dies, only changes form.
Perpetual transmutation is energy transferring into matter and out again to energy,
thereby keeping balance.
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The Law of Gender
Everything has its masculine and feminine aspects or duality. As described in the law of
polarity. When these aspects our out of balance, dis-harmony and dis-ease may result.
When working with beings from higher realms, you cannot discern whether they are male
or female as they are perfectly balanced.

Law of rhythm
Nothing stays the same; everything flows. Everything runs in cycles; the tides, the moon,
the female cycle, the seasons and planetary cycles all have an effect on us...and on it
goes through the universe maintaining a constant balanced flow. If the balance is
disrupted, then there are consequences.

Law of relativity
There are no absolute truths; there is no good and evil; right or wrong. Nothing has
meaning until you ascribe meaning to it, or relate it to something else. Whatever occurs,
you choose the meaning to give it.

Universal Laws apply to every being and all energies in every universe, whether you or
they are aware of these laws or not. Consider them like the laws of physics...you can’t
escape them. The Law of Relativity is my favourite and states that nothing has meaning
until you give meaning to it. Whatever happens to you in life, you have the power to give
the experience a positive meaning or a negative meaning. You can also choose not to give
it any meaning at all. I believe it can be the most powerful law available to us if we put it
to use.
You will notice that there is no law of Free Will. With regards to Free Will, it was once
described to me that, “There is Law and there is the nature of the Universe. Free Will and
Choice are the nature of the Universe.” My interpretation is that Free Will is a right to
choose rather than a law set in stone. The question is do we always get to exercise that
right? Are we always aware of the consequences of that choice? Whatever happens to us,
at some level we have given our consent through choice.
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Aspects of the universal laws can be seen in the tiniest cell to the planetary systems. The
laws of correspondence, gender and polarity are the most obvious. In the body, the left
brain controls the right side of the body; the right brain controls left side of body.
Generally speaking, the left side represent the feminine and emotions, while the right side
is masculine and logical. When these aspects our out of balance, dis-harmony and disease may result. In the planetary system, the moon is feminine energy and the sun
masculine. You cannot have one without the other. Dr Jill Bolte Taylor gives a brilliant
description of this in her video presentation “A Stroke of Genius” on our web site.
http://www.red-spirit-energy-healing.com/energy-healing.html

Other articles and exercises available for download.
http://www.red-spirit-energy-healing.com/downloads.html
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